RECOMMENDED ACTION AND JUSTIFICATION: (Policy Item: Yes ___ No X)

Public Works recommends a Resolution authorizing the exchange of three (3) used overhead steel fuel tanks at the Coulterville yard to Chase's Foothill Petroleum for two (2) used Gasboy fifty-position keylock boxes. One box will be used for regular fuel, the other for diesel fuel.

Once the new above-ground keylock system is installed in Coulterville, the County will have no use for the overhead fuel storage tanks. Tanks will then have to be disposed of in accordance to stringent EPA guidelines.

BACKGROUND AND HISTORY OF BOARD ACTIONS:

The Board approved Resolution No. 95-51 on February 7, 1995, awarding the contract for the Above-Ground Keylock Fuel System for the Coulterville yard. These keylock boxes are part of the overall system.

LIST ALTERNATIVES AND CONSEQUENCES OF NEGATIVE ACTION:

Do not approve trade. Public Works would have to pay $600 to purchase used keylock boxes and try to dispose of used fuel tanks in accordance with EPA guidelines.

COSTS:

(x) Not Applicable
A. Budgeted current FY
B. Total anticipated costs
C. Required additional funding
D. Internal transfers

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
List the attachments and number the pages consecutively:

1. Letters from Chase's Foothill Petroleum

2. Gasboy-Kevtril information

CLERK'S USE ONLY

Res. No.: 95-95  Ord. No.
Vote - Ayes:  Noes:  Absent:
    Approved  ( ) Denied  ( ) Minute Order Attached  ( ) No Action Necessary

The foregoing instrument is a correct copy of the original on file in this office.

ATTEST:  MARGIE WILLIAMS, Clerk of the Board
          County of Mariposa, State of California
          By:
          Deputy

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER'S RECOMMENDATION:
This item on agenda as:

          Recommended  Not Recommended
          For Policy Determination  Submitted with Comment
          Returned for Further Action

Comment:

A.O. Initials:
June 30, 1994

Mr. Marty Allen &
Mr. Bob Johnson

Dear Marty & Bob,

Per your request we are submitting a price quote on two (2) Gasboy Keylock boxes. Each box has fifty (50) positions. All in working order. The price per unit (box) is $300.00. We will supply any keys that we had returned to us from our customers. Also, new key blanks can be purchased locally from a key supplier.

If we can be of any assistance in setting up your facility, please call.

Sincerely,

Alison E. Pool

Cc: Bob
TO: MARIPOSA COUNTY PUBLIC WORKS

FROM: CHASE'S FOOTHILL PETROLEUM

Regards our conversation with Marty Allen per. KEYLOCK SYSTEM for Coulterville Maintenance Yard. We at CHASE'S FOOTHILL PET. Are very willing to trade the GASBOY KEYLOCK SYSTEM for the overhead fuel storage tanks at the coulterville yard.

LISTED EQUIPMENT AT YARD:

1) 1000 GAL. FUEL STORAGE TANK (overhead tank)
1) 1500 GAL. FUEL STORAGE TANK (overhead tank)
1) 500 GAL. FUEL STORAGE TANK (overhead tank)

We CHASE'S FOOTHILL PET. will remove the tanks from the site in coulterville. If you have any questions please call us.

SINCERELY:

CHRIS CHASE
TURN THE KEY*... to positive motor fuel control... in industry, government, education, public utilities, etc.

The NEW Electrical KEYTROL from GASBOY... originator and leader in automatic motor fuel and data acquisition... is an ingenious addition to our 'family' of Motor Fuel Management Systems... to maintain full-tended surveillance of costly motor fuel use (and mis-use)! Authorized users... individuals, departments, or are assigned an uncommon security type key required to operate System... delivery records on keyholder's totalizer... overall totals on master totalizer.

GASBOY-KEYTROL-ELECTRICAL (GKE)... a close companion to the renowned trail-blazing GASBOY-KEYTROL-A (GKM)... offers important unique features in user options and installation flexibility. It can be installed on GASBOY Electric Pumps and most other brand pumps (computer or otherwise)... and remote installation's like number of keyholders, are almost unlimited.

Lock-totalizers (units) are assembled in modules of 5 and 10 for efficient installation in Consoles with 30-60 unit capacities... adding auxiliary (or 'slave') Consoles is relatively simple. A single Console may be used with more than one pump or product.

The Key* in KEYTROL is far-reaching in significance... especially for the user—providing time-proved and security... simply insert and turn for System operation... then, return the Key (security) to your own... Prompt, easy, and secure!

Built to latest state-of-the-art electronic techniques... the trim, attractive GASBOY-KEYTROL-ELECTRICAL ultimate in user convenience, reliability and performance... by 'locking the door' to fuel mismanagement... it will 'open the door' to unrealized efficiency and SAVINGS... automatically!